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Welcome Upstate Music Fans!!
Greetings from UpstateLIVE headquarters! I wanted to say “THANK
YOU” to all of you that have made the UpstateLIVE Music Network
your source for live music in New York State. UpstateLIVE has grown
rapidly, from a single myspace page in January 2008, to a 40 page
(and growing) music guide distributed statewide, a myspace network
of bands, venues and sponsors, and a live music fan base that supports
Upstate’s live events and homegrown talent. And best of all, we’re
just getting warmed up! Together, we can push the live music scene
in Upstate NY to new heights. I hope you enjoy the ride I must give thanks to all the sponsors who have purchased ad space in
this issue and past issues. We couldn’t do it without them, and we are
very grateful. We also couldn’t publish this paper without the dedicated
help of our staff writers, ad designers, layout specialist and street
teamers, who have volunteered their services to create this music guide.
They are listed in the credits on page 2, if you know any of them, please
give them a pat on the back for all their hard work. They’ve earned it!!
If you would like to join our dedicated staff and help spread the
good word about Upstate NY’s Live Music Scene, please send us a
message on myspace, facebook or email, with your contact info and
how you can help!! Thanks - see you at the shows - Herby One

Upstate Spotlight - SIRSY
An interview with Melanie Krahmer
By Herby One
The state capitol of New York is Albany. It is, in my opinion, also
the capitol of live music in Upstate NY. When I travel to the Capitol
Region on my deliveries, I try to time it so I’m there on a show
night. Lucky for me, that seems to be just about every night of the
week. Great bands, great venues, and great fans - that‘s the Albany
music scene in a nutshell. I’m lucky to be a part of it.
One band that has risen to the top is Sirsy, a duo consisting of
vocalist/drummer Melanie Krahmer, and guitarist Rich Libutti. This
is not your average 2 piece folk band my friends. These two rock
the house like a 5 piece rock band, playing an assortment of
instruments with their mouths, hands and feet, sometimes several
all at the same time. I recently caught their live show at my favorite
CNY venue: Shifty’s on Burnet Ave. in Eastwood, and I was
completely blown away. Their 2007 CD ‘Revolution’ is great, but
their live show took it to the next level for me. I had to meet them.
So during the setbreak, I squeezed (and I mean squeezed) my way to
the front to say hello. Melanie was incredibly nice, and when she told
me they were big fans of UpstateLIVE, we immediately set up the
interview that follows. We hope that you like it. When you are finished
reading this issue, go directly to www.sirsy.com - and check their
music calendar for a show in your area. You won’t be disappointed!
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Herby: How and when did the band form??? You had more members
originally right?
Melanie: SIRSY formed in mid-late 1999. We (Rich Libutti and I)
were playing together in a cover band at that time (just for kicks-we
were a couple of kids after all) and wanted to form an original band.
We started writing songs and recording our first CD, “Baggage”
(which we would release in 2000). We played our first show as
“SIRSY” in late 1999 as an acoustic duo (with Rich on acoustic
guitar, and me on vocals, flute, and handheld percussion).
The songs we were writing were less in the “folk” format and more
in the “rock” format - so we decided to add more members to the
band (that’s what you do, right?). We played with some incredibly
talented musicians, but went through, I think, 4 different drummers
and about 12 different guitarists (Rich played bass originally in the
full band) over the next few years. It was tough to ever have a “band
sound” with all this changeover. And it was tough to have everyone
on the “same page” since we (Rich and I) were always the song
writers. (Often times what the song called for was not what the
musicians wanted to play - and the song would suffer because of it.)
After all that turmoil, we decided to go back to basics - back to the
original two person configuration that SIRSY started as - but with a
more rock format (since that seemed to fit our songs best). We felt
this would allow us to really have a band sound - and to really grow
as a band since we’d never have to deal with “catching up” new
members.
Herby: What is the instrumentation of the band now?
Melanie: Rich switched over to guitar full time and he adds in some
piano stuff too. (He still records the bass parts on the studio stuff).
I took on the role of drummer - I play a more traditional sit down kit
when I record in the studio (so that I have more versatility with the
hi-hat stuff for the record) - but I play drums standing up live
(because it helps me be the “front woman” while still being behind
the kit). I am also still the vocalist and flautist and I play a little
melodica, too.
Rich and I trade off on the bass parts live - he plays a keyboard that is
at his feet and I play a keyboard that is mounted on my kit - with my
drum stick - both are hooked up to the same bank of bass sounds that
we recorded ourselves - but it’s not a loop - it’s just a held out note like when you hit a key on a keyboard - so that we are not having to
play with a click track live and so that we don’t have to play the song
the same way every night - the show remains LIVE and IN THE
MOMENT always — and that was very important to us.
Rich also sometimes plays a snare drum with his foot (we have it
mounted like a kick drum- with a kick pedal)- he does this when
I’m playing a flute solo- so I’ll play the kick and he’ll play the
snare. It took a lot of practice for us to coordinate it and still keep
an in the pocket groove like we are one person playing a kit.
We played our first SIRSY show with the new configuration in 2006.
It was not easy to get to that point. We practiced 12-14 hours a day
for months before we played our first show.
Herby: The practice seems to have paid off for you two (lol), weren’t
you voted the BEST Local Rock band in the Metroland & Times
Union Reader’s Poll’s that year??
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Melanie: Thanks! We are very honored to have won the Readers’
Poll in Metroland the last 6 years in a row. (www.sirsy.com/
shows has all the stats), and we were also named “Best
ALTERNATIVE Band” in 2005, 2007, and 2008; and “Best
ROCK Band” in 2006. And yes, we won “Best ROCK Band” in
the Times Union the following year in 2007, and also won the
“Best Band” and “Best Musicians” in Capital Region Living
Magazine in 2007.
Herby: Do you think this local support helped propel you into
the regional markets you play now?
Melanie: Absolutely. One example I can think of immediately is
Chicago. We now have a decent fan base there and have returned
to the city several times and befriended some great bands out
that way as well. However our very first show in Chicago was as
a finalist in the “Lollapalooza Last Band Standing” Contest. We
got there, in large part, because of the support of our local fans
and our local community. The judges in the contest selected us
as semi-finalists and then our fans voted us into the top. Capital
district media came out of the woodwork to cover the story and
encourage folks to vote for us. We even received a ton of emails
from other local musicians who rallied in support. It was really
amazing. What a great community we have here!
Herby: Are you playing any local shows in the next few months?
We’re on the road a lot in the next few months (and always it
seems). However, we do have a big local show coming up at the
end of March:
Saturday March 28th @ Revolution Hall
(425 River St | Troy NY | (518) 274-0553)
w/s/g: Maggie Mayday and Stepanian opening the show
18+ show :: Doors at 7PM | Show at 8PM
Tickets :: $5 in advance, $10 at the door, $5 with college id
Tickets are for sale at all Sirsy shows, sirsy.com, and the
Revolution Hall Box Office
Herby: I’ll definitely be there for that one:) What’s the plan for
the rest of 2009?
Melanie: We’re in the process of writing songs for a new disc
that we’ll release this year. We’re working on booking festivals
and the larger outdoor summer shows now- nothing is really
solidified yet- but you can be sure that we’ll be playing our
normal amount of shows (more than 250 per year). We are
headed back down south a few more times this year (down the
east coast) and will make another trip out west (to Chicago) as
well. We’re also working on expanding our radio coveragewe’ve been getting play on college radio nationally and charting
in some cities.
Herby: Before I let you go, any shoutouts?
Melanie: There are too many to count really - and if I tried it
would either take up your entire issue or I would leave someone
out. Indie bands like us really depend on all of our friends and
fans to come out and support us at live shows, we couldn’t survive
without our fans - and we never lose sight of that - and we are
always grateful to our fans for their support and love. Luckily we
have the best friends and fans out there!!
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Holly: So then, what is the current line up of the band…..is it always the
same?
Tim: Well we have some different ideas and line ups that we are fooling
around with. We are real fortunate to get Dave Salce to plays drums
with us. Dave is simply one of the finest drummers I have ever played
with. He is a true musician and talent as well as a great guy that is teaching
me a lot about music. Jason Barady will also be joining us from time to
time on mandolin, but for now we are having a lot of fun just playing as
a trio.
Holly: One thing that I have noticed about the CNY music scene is that
it has a natural ebb and flow to it. There were a few years in the recent
past where things seemed to slow down quite a bit. Fortunately, the music
has again begun to flow rapidly in this region and there are a number of
promoters and venue owners that are booking all sorts of live music
including roots/rock bands, among others. Has this refound excitement
brought THC to any new venues?
Tim: Well it’s a little too early to tell, but I imagine it will. We are talking
about looking into some new venues to play at, but nothing is in the book
yet. I am excited about the resurge of music back in the area, certainly the
things that Sam and Dan are doing over at the Westcott Theater are exiting
and I hope it works out for them. One of the ideas we have is starting to do
some small theater shows, with a very intimate setting. I feel this is where
the new music needs to be performed.
Holly: With all the advances in technology since 1999 I am interested to
know…how has technology influenced the way that the group practices,
records and plays live?

Tim Herron Corporation - Back in Business
By Holly V.
Recently I heard a rumor that the fun loving, roots/rock band the
Tim Herron Corporation is booking shows in the Central New York
area again. As a group that always promotes a great vibe and good
times, this was exciting news to me. After what seems like forever
of only being able to see them play at the Sterling Stage
Kampitheater and at choice special events; I thought I would catch
up with Tim and find out if the rumor is really true and what they
are up to in 2009, ten years after their awesome beginning.
Holly: This year marks the 10th anniversary of the Tim Herron
Corporation, or what many of us better know as THC. When the
group first formed at Sterling Stage Kampitheater in 1999 did you
ever imagine that you would still be entertaining your numerous
loyal fans 10 years later?
Tim: Absolutely and it’s because we’re friends first.
Holly: When it all began THC was founded by three members;
Eric McElveen on bass and vocals, PJ Bullock on drums and of
course yourself on guitar and vocals. Recently I heard PJ. won’t be
performing as much, did he join a cult or something?
Tim: Well, PJ has been playing with us up until last week, which
was the first time we played without him ever. PJ actually joined
the cult of fatherhood, which is something Eric and I have yet to
seek membership to. He’s enjoying this new adventure with his
daughter, the twins and his wife Heather. PJ will always be a part
of the band and he knows this and will be joining us on occasion
when time allows him to.
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Tim: It has, now a days I can record a song and then e-mail it off to Eric
and he can have a part written to it later that day and down in NYC, miles
from me. I have definitely seen the benefit to archiving music and now
with ease of technology I am going to make an effort to grow our library.
Holly: Not only does technology affect the way that music is played and
recorded, but it has also has a huge impact on the way it is promoted as
well. How do you think the group has benefited from this?
Tim: Well, it’s so much easier to get the word out obviously. Things like
Myspace and Facebook never existed when we were going full force. I
am really looking forward to seeing what happens with what we have in
store for the future.
Holly: The last album that THC released was “Rebuild” in 2001. Shortly
thereafter you each went your separate ways for the most part, playing
from time to time when you could all get together. Now that THC is back
in full swing, the burning question I know all of your fans are dying to
have answered is…will you be putting out any new material?
Tim: Yes, we actually spent this past weekend recording a new album
and are really excited about the new material.
Holly: Last but not least, I need to know…when and where can we check
out the reunited Tim Herron Corporation?
Tim: Well, we are playing a Thursday at the Dewittshire on March 12th.
Our big show that we are promoting is “An Evening with THC” at the
Westcott Community Center on April 10th. We are really excited about
this because it’s more of what we want to do. It’s going to be a very
intimate evening and we will be pulling out all of the stops.
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Keller Williams : “LIVE” with Moseley, Droll & Sipe
By Jeremy A.
Keller Williams is one of the scene’s most notable solo artist. He
will be bringing his one man show to Upstate NY in late March. But
for his most current CD release “LIVE”, he enlisted good friend’s
Keith Moseley, Gibb Droll, and Jeff Sipe. It’s a fresh harvest of heady
sounds that is crucial to any jammers collection. Each member of
the band easily harnesses their individualistic sound and slaps it on
the the table. In 2007 the quartet made their first appearance at
Bonnaroo and since then have spent time touring the country amongst
their other projects.
Already proven extremely popular as a one-man band, Williams on
rhythm guitar is joined on this recording by the equally talented Keith
Moseley (String Cheese Incident) who consistently tears it up on bass,
while Gibb Droll (Marc Broussard, Brandi Carlile) handles the lead
guitar and Jeff Sipe (Aquarium Rescue Unit, Leftover Salmon) keeps
the lid tight on the drums. It’s an upbeat collection of songs that will
keep you moving and I plan on leaving it in my player for many glass
blowing sessions to come.
Songs vary with newer jams and classics alike. All are reinterpreted,
giving rebirth to the lyrics, with untried instrumental additions. This
CD is highly recommended for purchase, but if your one of those folks
that instead chooses to download your tunes rather than own the real
deal, I recommend keeping the tracks listed below in mind.
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Same ole - first track opens up strong and is undoubtedly
anything but the same ole from Keller and crew. A strong
dose of what I can only describe as jive is introduced which
might cause such side effects as leg and arm movement
compiled with feelings of laziness and boredom fleeting from
the mind. Talk to your doctor before hitting play.
Killer waves - the second track on disc 2 holds a certain
beatnik vibe that gives the four musicians a crisp and
authentic blend together. Any fan of jazz style percussion is
going to be impressed by the contributions made from Jeff
Sipe. Sipe continues to make a powerful appearance on all
tracks while still maintaining a mellow ambience of an all
hours jazz club.
Play this - layered with lyrics that speak unto the younger
generations Williams quotes “Youth of a nation song, what
the f*** do I know” underestimating his connection with
the exuberant youth. A modest set of lyrics if that was indeed
what he meant by it. The Impressive riffs contributed from
Gibb Droll on the guitar do not go unnoticed.
If you get the chance to attend one of Keller Williams crosscountry tour dates coming up, don’t pass up the opportunity.
He never fails to bring his ever-distinct brand of funky jams
with him. The show prices are also very easy on the wallet.
Nothing over $30 a ticket for Upstate shows.
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“Local Musicians Sing for Sudan”
By Alison Lyke
On March 19th a variety of musicians and artists will be
gathering at the Water Street Music Hall. These talented
people are donating their time and effort to raise awareness
and money for the people living in Southern Sudan, Africa.
The artists’ message is clear: we are a global community.
As a testament to the nature of unity, this labor of love
contains pure synchronicity. The socially conscious band
Sleeping Giant and The Word of the Day had been
considering a benefit concert since their one-hundredth
show in December of 2007. Band member Steve Dushenko
says, “We were loading up for our hundredth show and
Miguel, who runs the soundboards at the Dubland
Underground, mentioned that someone was organizing
simultaneous concerts across the country to aid Sudan. He
said ‘Rochester should do that.’ Well we looked it up and
the date had already passed, but we still wanted to do a
show.”
The band had been playing gigs at McGarret’s in Buffalo,
where they met several Sudanese fans. Steve was wearing
a couple Water For Sudan Solidarity bracelets that had
caught their eye. The band asked a few questions and
learned about the charity and the cause.
Sudan is a country in central Africa that has been going
through difficult times since its government dissipated in
1959. Since then the port area of northern Sudan has been
taken over by Sunni Muslims who refuse access of resources
to people in land-locked southern Sudan. The combination
of unsanitary drinking water and lack of medical care has
been devastating for the southern Sudanese. They are also
lacking other resources such as food, clothing, and adequate
schooling. The northern government attempted to slaughter
all of the southern Sudanese in a mass genocide that
overcame the area. The northern Sudanese killed entire
towns, leaving the children who were working in the fields.
These children became the famous ‘Walking Boys’, a
nomadic group of children that sojourned to refugee camps
in Ethiopia and Kenya.
Rochester natives heard about the story, and sponsored the
American sanctuary of several Walking Boys. One of these
boys, a man named Salva Dut, turned tragedy into
opportunity. After establishing himself in Rochester, Dut
founded the organization Water for Sudan. Salva spends
half of the year in Rochester and the other half of the year
in southern Sudan, using funds to dig wells. Costs vary
depending on location but one well costs roughly 10,000
dollars and can sustain up to 2,500 Sudanese.
These wells are not only a source of water; they are a source
of stability. Communities spring up around each new well.
The mission of Water for Sudan is at a critical point; United
Nation peacekeeping forces are stationed at the southern
capitol Dafur. They are poised to help free southern Sudan
from the genocidal northern Sudanese. Southern Sudan will
be holding free elections to choose a leader in 2009. This
country needs the strength that these wells bring.
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Local artists started jumping at the opportunity to perform and bring
awareness as soon as Sleeping Giant brought up the idea of Water for
Sudan benefit. Many of them knew local refugees or had been touched by
the plight of the southern Sudanese. By the middle of 2008 there were
nearly a dozen acts, including; Sleeping Giant & the word of the Day,
Buddhahood, Thousands of One, Teressa Wilcox, and Headie Lemar. The
growing benefit struggled to find a venue that was large enough to hold
so many acts until Rochester’s Waterstreet Music Hall generously donated
time and space for the event.
The benefit on March 19th serves to be a catalyst for the cause, full of
musical and artistic talent from all walks of life. The goal is to raise
enough for one well. Aside from the concert, the benefit will be raffling
off goods donated by local companies. This collaborative event will serve
as a reminder that we need to be globally responsible and locally active.
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“Seeds of Change” Benefit – Woodstock NY
By Teresa McCarthy
So Many Roads Printing Inc. will sponsor a Benefit for Family of
Woodstock March 28th, 2009 at the Keinert/James Art Center, 34
Tinker Street, Woodstock NY. Doors open 5:00. The cost for Adults
is $5.00 and children are free. “The Seeds of Change” will feature
McMule & Mr. Roper and special guest Uncle Rock. There will be a
raffle with lots of prizes.
Uncle Rock, AKA Robert Burke Warren - will open at 6:00 p.m.-The
Hudson Valley’s own “rock of all ages” family musician. Uncle Rock’s
music has won critical praise from The New York Times, the L.A. Times,
The New York Post, and Cookie Magazine, and his fan base of both kids
and adults continues to grow. What sets Uncle Rock apart from most
cross-generational fare is Warren’s history; he toured the world as a bass
player in garage rock titans The Fleshtones, and spent a year portraying
Buddy Holly in Buddy: The Buddy Holly Story in London’s West End.
While there are plenty of celebratory, goofy singalongs, the material
doesn’t shy away from shadowy elements of life, often showing how
music can help one to face the dragon in the closet. An Uncle Rock
performance is a joyous, interactive, adult-friendly experience that
uses music as a means of bringing folks young and old together.
www.unclerock.com
McMule band members, John Anderson, Perry Paletta, Doug O’Connor,
Jim Sterett and Joanne Lediger play traditional Music with a Rock n’
Roll Attitude...Based in New York’s Hudson Valley, McMule offers an
eclectic program of outstanding vocal and instrumental music ranging
from blazing fiddle tunes to old-time country blues, from traditional
Celtic ballads to their own original compositions. www.mcmule.com
Mr. Roper, Real, Good, Acoustic Music! Comprised of Recording
Artist Eric Squindo and Rick. (Music Director, Morning Show Host
of 98.1 WKZE Red Hook, NY). Mr. Roper still believes in hope,
(even after the election!) For example, they hope to have a record out
by 2010. Mr. Roper hopes people still support live music. And Mr.
Roper hopes people still care about …..people, and will support the
show. www.myspace.com/mrroperny
When asked, Why do all this? Stephanie Ricci, co-owner, So Many
Roads Printing’s response, “To teach the children. The children are
the “seeds of change” for the future. If they learn now… how to give
and participate in the community, the future looks better. After all,
they are the future. There are so many roads to choose from, and
certainly not enough time. So choose wisely and point the way for the
children to focus on good choices.”
For further information and donations, please call 845-246-6576
call email: teresa@somanyroadsprinting.com
website: www.somanyroadsprinting.com
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It is rare that we review shows from a Sunday afternoon show
performed in a philharmonic hall, but this is exactly what we need to
talk about. Yeah Dr. Ralph is in his 80’s and can only play the banjo
as a shadow of what he used to, but the reason that Jerry covered so
many of his tunes, was still as strong as ever.
With the Clinch Mountain Boys, including both son Ralph II and
grandson Nathan and Ralph clone, Steve Sparkman on banjo, the
band easily rolled through the first set alternating singers. A highlight
was Ralph II’s reading of a Fred Eaglesmith tune dedicated to his
Uncle “Carter”. The highlight though of the first set was a solo a
cappella Dr. Ralph tune against a dark stage of “oh Death” - voice
shaking as he tried to hold off the worms in the dirt, it was electrifying.
The theme of hardship, death and faith were constants expressed in
classics such as “Will the Circle be Unbroken” “Sitting on Top of
the World” and “Long Black Veil”. After an hour of so of playing
they took a break, but not to rest, the band went out front and signed
autograph’s and hawked CD’s. Ralph Stanley does things his way, a
straight shooter - he sells CD’s at his shows “so I get more of the
money”.
The second set was a music lover’s total joy, basically he just kept
asking what folks wanted to hear and then they did it. “Pretty Polly”
was crisp with excellent breaks for guitar picking, “Orange Blossom
Special” a freight train of bluegrass, “Little Birdie” as new as it was
forty years ago and “Man of Constant Sorrow” the heavyweight of
the genre. What was demonstrated was a total love of playing and
deep respect that fans know and listen to the music. All that with a
ruby red suit, white hat and years of Virginia hills stamped on the
finest tenor voice in the business. He is a humble man despite a pop
tune advertising him for president (he campaigned for Obama) and
clearly still vibrant and a performer of the highest quality. While he
may sing that “everybody I’ve met is a rank stranger” he made all in
attendance seem like a close cousin.
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Ra Ra Riot with El Ka Bong & Phantogram
Januray 31, The Smith Opera House - Geneva
By Jeremiah Howell
Well, Ra Ra Riot has put some miles between themselves and the
days of playing house parties. Despite that distance, they rotated
back close to their geographic origins with the January, Smith Opera
House show in Geneva. The historic facility was busting at the
seams with sonic possibility as two groups paved the way for Ra
Ra Riot’s performance.
The first act on stage was the Saratoga Springs duo Phantogram.
Sarah Barthel and Josh Carter of Phantogram urged the crowd to
bounce with them as they introduced Geneva to their cosmic synth
funk blend. The duo blended recorded sounds overlaid with Barthel
playing rhythmically, almost percussively on the keys and Carter
infusing the mix with funk and jazz guitar. The short but sweet set
brought some fire to a cold winter night, accented by Barthel’s
haunting vocals.
Local favorites El Ka Bong moved in next immediately raising the
in house energy level. A resonating force of nature, the only possible
combination of words to describe Ms. Laura Black as her well
seasoned voice nearly leveled the venue. As Ms. Black wove
seamlessly, she was supported by a dynamic crew of six band mates.
The Latin infused, soulful jam band consists of Pablo Fabru Jr.,
James Eddington, Aaron Holland, Zach Schoonover, Matt Hurd,
and Jamie Ralls. The septet laid out well crafted jams that brought
the night’s participants to their feet and kept them there. Not a
body in the house could resist the urge to move.
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Ra Ra Riot came rolling in on the crest of the wave created by the
Phantogram and El Ka Bong. The headlining band was established
just to the east in Syracuse, NY. Supporting their new album
“The Rhumb Line”, Ra Ra Riot began their set at a blistering
pace. The energy level was sustained throughout the Ra Ra Riot
performance. The body of the set consisted of songs from the
group’s new album. A solid performance delivered by all was
accentuated by the powerful strings of the violinist Rebecca Zellar.
She flat out shredded the instrument and displayed a dominating
stage presence.
The only downfall of the Ra Ra Riot performance was the sense
that they were rushed as if there were a stopwatch guiding the
show and they were racing against it. I guess they left the crowd
leaning forward and wanting more, maybe a decent strategy.
As a spectator you may ask yourself certain questions at a show.
Are they going to play my favorite song? Will they play any of
the older stuff? Do these guys do encores if the crowd provides
enough encouragement? Well, there was one question left
unanswered posed by Wes Miles to Milo Bonacci. Milo was asked
if the night’s performance was a fond hello or a goodbye to Geneva
(his hometown). He did not offer an answer to the question, but
with any luck he had a positive response and he and the crew
from Ra Ra Riot return time and time again.
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WNY Active Artists Alliance “Regional Rebirth”
February 7, Adams Art Gallery - Dunkirk
By Bill Thomas
About AAA: “The Active Artists Alliance is a collection of people
utilizing all media to reflect and shape the construction of the
world we inhabit. We are a web of communities creating novel
and easily replicable forms of exhibiting art, a group of folks
possessing varying interests and experience teaching each other
and entering into a process that definition constantly evades, the
process of living, creating and accepting responsibility for our
world and its continued creation. We invite others to do the same.”
www.activeartist.org
The first AAAlliance show of 2009 was a group showcase of 12
visual artists, as well as 5 bands and 5 acoustic musicians from
the region. The event was held at the Adams Art Gallery, in a
beautiful old church building on Central Avenue in downtown
Dunkirk, about 6 blocks from Lake Erie.
The Adams Art Gallery is an incredibly valuable and underused
asset to the WNY arts community, and the Artists Alliance
harnessed some of the gallery’s potential to bring in creative
individuals from all over WNY and Northwestern PA for an
incredible, long afternoon and evening of original art and music
of the finest quality ( for only $4! )
Brand new visual work, in a wide array of styles and media,
was on hand from David Grice, Kim Babnik, Angela Caley,
Joroko, Dan Loughrey, Kaitlin Frisicaro, William Thomas,
Nathan Long, Ashley Best, Jorge Mendez, and Kelly Cresconko.
Most readers will not recognize any of the names on this list,
but you can see work from most of these people online at:
www.activeartist.org/gallery

After Larry first set, Warren PA’s The American People made a big
impression in their first appearance ever at an AAAlliance event. You
can be sure they’ll be back. These guys play their own original blend of
Americana Rock and 90’s “alternative”, with definite country influences,
rocking keyboard and guitar solos , and great songwriting.
T.A.P was followed up by Jamestown’s Cindy Haight, solo acoustic,
with her guitar and her songs. Cindy has played all around the area and
in NYC, solo, and with various groups. She has a bluesy, straightforward rocking sound, and a love of old rockabilly music. She will
also be appearing in more AAAlliance art/music events throughout this
coming spring and summer and beyond. Go see her play.
Cindy was followed up by Lakewood NY’s Lord Baltimore playing
HEAVY Progressive Metal. These guys are tight and crazy, somewhere
between Black Sabbath and Lamb of God. They’re relative newcomers
to the WNY metal scene, but they’ve already made a huge impression
on a lot of people. Rumor has it that they’re retreating into a cocoon of
seclusion to write and record new songs. They will re emerge later this
year as a brand new heavy metal butterfly, or something.
Jamestown’s indie rock sweethearts, Thee Audience, were the next
band to perform. They have been involved with the AAAlliance since
the very first showcase in 2006. They are a super-group of the
Jamestown scene, Every member of the group is involved with at
least one other current musical project in Jamestown. (including
Smackdab, King Rail, Little Dirty Goat, Itchy Boy and the Cobras,
and ex-members of Mysterious Moonshow) These guys never
disappoint. Their album “Below and Beyond” is available from
www.ChautauquaAMP.com and there is a couple great videos of them
from previous AAAlliance shows available on youtube.

The afternoon’s music began with Buffalo’s Vox Humana, solo
acoustic, who kicked things off nicely in the Upstairs Gallery
space, followed by Fredonia’s Simple Gifts Orchestra in the
downstairs meeting-hall space of the building. The rest of the
afternoon alternated between full bands downstairs and acoustic
artists upstairs in the gallery while the downstairs bands set up.
Simple Gifts played an interesting strain of roots rock and
bluegrass, but with a cellist, Mr. Thomas Schwartz, fulfilling the
bass role in the group, making for a more original sound. They’ll
be playing this May at the Music Appreciation Day festival, and
a brand new music campout in Ellery NY called the “Kesby
Family Reunion”.
Next was New Orleans native, and current WNY resident Larry
LZ Dillon, on guitar, accompanied by On The Sly drummer
Griffin Brady on percussion. Larry plays and sings in an
amazingly, hauntingly good, style he describes as “soft soul”.
He gave everyone in the room goosebumps with his covers of
Lionel Richie and Sade (seriously) as well as many of his original
songs, and some old standards and traditional songs thrown in
for good measure. Mr Dillon actually graced us with two sets of
acoustic music on this afternoon, filling in later for a fellow
musician who had car trouble on the way to the show. Larry’s
cover of Otis Redding’s “Sittin on the Dock of the Bay” was the
musical high point if the afternoon for a lot of people. you can
find plenty of video of Larry on youtube. Do yourself a favor
and check him out.
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The last upstairs acoustic performance was local legend,
Christopher Bell. You may have seen this young troubadour last
year on CBS National News, or heard about him on NPR for his
solo tour of coffeehouses of upstate NY, from Buffalo to NYC
via the Erie Canal and Hudson River. 550 miles in a canoe, alone,
with his banjo. For this AAAlliance show, he played several layers
of cello through a looping pedal, and also played some guitar and
banjo. His songs sound and feel very old, like sea shanties.
The final band of the evening was Fredonia's favorite musicians,
On The Sly, playing as a trio for the evening with Griffin Brady on
Drums, Andrew Moore on bass, and Larry LZ Dillon on guitar.
They wove their way through a long set of rock/jazz/jam fusion,
to the delight of the local crowd. On The Sly will also be making
appearances this spring at the Kesby Family Reunion and Music
Appreciation Day.
The organizers' main goal for this event was to bring together the
various art and music communities from around the region, and
encourage collaboration and cross-pollination between these
individual scenes. Judging by the wide variety of musical and
artistic styles, the number of different towns represented, and the
number of people through the door, this show was a rousing
success. Hopefully, it is only the first of many steps towards
growing our regional scene even bigger here in WNY.
photos from this opening and other events can be seen online at:
myspace,com/aaalliance
The next AAAlliance appearance will be at the Water for Sudan
benefit, Thursday 3/19/09, Water St. music Hall in Rochester.

Derek Trucks Band @ Water Street Music Hall
February 13th, Water Street Music Hall - Rochester
By Jed Metzger
The Water Street Music Hall was sold out, packed to the raftersliterally a sardine had more room. The reason - THE young guitar
God was in town! An energy filled, blues-rooted howl was
delivered to the faithful. Derek has taken to covering Dylan’s
“Down in the flood” and he let loose on this early in the set, building
lead lines behind Mike Mattison’s raspy vocals. The tune is featured
on the group’s new disc (which is a must have) and the band
highlighted several tunes from the disc on this aptly dated (for a
blues show), Friday the 13th freak-out. In fact the title track,
“Already free” particularly shinned in terms of the newer material.
As much as Derek is a young master player- pyrotechniques in
both hands- the band is really talented. They get in a groove, really
listening to each other and build sound off each other’s playing.
All night long Kori Burbridge’s work on the keys and even on
flute is a counter to Count M’Buto’s conga playing. At one point
the band was joined by one of Rochester’s Campbell brothers on
the pedal steel and this took the band into a jam laden frenzy.
From there a fine version of “Get out of my life woman” was laid
on us. The highlight of the show was a long improv rich version of
“My favorite things”. The immediately recognizable melody would
emerge, build, then receded only to be resurrected again and againjust plain brilliant. The only complaint was that the show was only
two hours long and we were done before 11pm, all revved up but
no where to rock! Hey that issue aside, this “kid” has got the goods
and knows how to deliver them.
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He released hugely successful albums on Atlantic and Columbia
records, including “Red Haired Stranger” and “Stardust”. By the
late 70's, his natural charisma and ability to engage his audience
earned him a side-career in acting. His popularity peaked, and the
rest is history. Or so they say…
Lately Shotgun Willie has been no couch potato; releasing several
albums of new “crossover-and -back” material in the last few years.
He has recorded with many current stars like Ryan Adams, Wynton
Marsalis, Toby Keith, and Merle Haggard. Being an artist with no
fear of taking his music to new and boundryless horizons, Willie's
albums are categorized in the 'country' section; but have sounds
that cannot be fenced in. He's been playing blues, jazz, rock, gospel,
and even reggae. Really, one man's reggae is another's country
music, so he's just blending inspirations the way he's always done.
Recent works have received mixed reviews from critics, but the
public's admiration of this living-legend shows no sign of fading.

Willie Nelson: When The Local Memory Comes Around

February 15, Palace Theatre - Albany

By Josh Breden

Music scholars have proposed the concept of “What Would Willie
Do?” A question that can apply to almost any decision one could
encounter. Why not wonder? Willie's seen his fair share of rough
patches through his 75 Years; Family strife, legal nuisances, and a
bill for $16.7 million from the IRS. He has paid his dues to sing the
blues, but remains an endearing and troubled-troubadour with a heart
of gold. With a huge musical repertoire, Willie Nelson is an American
music icon, with a song for everyone.
Willie started his career in music playing at local dances in Texas in
his early teens. He was in a few high school bands, and did some
work as a radio DJ. After a stint in the Air Force, and an attempt at
college (Baylor University), while working as a bibles salesman
Willie wrote, recorded, and sold a few original songs to popular
country artists. By the early 70's, Willie was becoming known for
his songwriting, but not so much for his performances. He stepped
out of the industry to take a stab at pig-farming, and while doing so,
grew his signature long red hair.
Fortunately, he returned to the business, this time more on his
own terms. His sound and presentation were revitalized, he was
no longer a clean-cut cookie-cutter country singer, and had
developed his own musical identity with his lyrical phrasing,
unique vocal delivery, and refined guitar sound. He was considered
a rebel among his peers for his changed appearance and his
collaborating with rock'n roll producers. This was all part of his plan
it seems, to cross from country into pop. Mixing his many musical
influences to create something original, he helped to inspire the
“outlaw” movement in country music. Not until 1975 did he have
his first number one song (of over twenty), with the classic tune
“Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain” (A Fred Rose cover oddly enough).
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Aside from his own musical endeavors, he's collaborated on lots of
duets with many of the up and coming popular country singers, and
appeared in videos for some. He has been working on alternative
energy ideas, selling “BioWillie” - a renewable, clean-burning fuel
for deisel engines. He has hosted several satellite radio shows, and
for the information age live music fan, many of his recent concert
recordings are available for purchase in the form of a “USB
Wristband”. But always a man of the land, he's been giving back to
America's farmers through Farm Aid, pushing for the legalization
of marijuana, and speaking out to the government against the
slaughter of horses for foreign consumption. You may call him old,
but never out of touch with the times.
As long as there are guitars, buses, and recording studios, Willie
will be working. The last few years have brought hundreds of tour
dates, with regular visits to the northeast. One of the latest was on
Sunday, February 15, 2009, at Albany's Palace Theater, part of the
“Willie and The Wheel” tour, supporting the recent album release
of the same name. This is a western swing style project, with the
band Asleep at The Wheel - a concept based on a suggestion made
in the 70's by the late, famed producer, Jerry Wexler. The result is
an upbeat musical delight, guaranteed to bring a smile. A somewhat
similar idea to Bruce Springsteen's 2006 Seeger Sessions project,
but way more fun and light-hearted.
The 10-piece band opened the show with a healthy dose of goodtime country classics, and appealed to the audience with their
enthusiasm and superior musicianship. The fiddles were on fire;
Jason Roberts' was full of energy, and the crowd was struck by the
abilities of one of the bands guests, 14 year old Ruby Jane Smith.
Bob Wills would've been proud. The guest horn-duo of John Doyle
and Shamarr Allen, added a bit of big band jazz feel to the mix, a
sound that worked quite well. “What A Wonderful World” was sung
by Elizabeth McQueen as a dedication to her newborn daughter,
adding a truly soulful moment in the set. Guitarist and singer, Ray
Benson led the band through the numbers, adding great solos of his
own… and an unforeseen juggling performance during John
Whitby's piano solo in “House of Blue Lights”.
After which, a jazz-tinged instrumental rolled out the red carpet for
Willie, whose guitar waited patiently for him on stage. The Texas
state flag unrolled and they set sail on “Whiskey River”. An extra
bonus was harmonica player Mickey Raphael, who accompanied
Willie on stage (as he has been doing for over 30 years), adding his
sad and sweet harp sound.
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After a few Willie hits played in “The Family” style, they worked
their way into the material from the new album, 11 of new songs in
fact. They're old songs, but new and exciting in their own right.
“Hesitation Blues”, “Sitting On Top Of The World”, and “I'll Have
Somebody Else” were cheerfully played. In introducing “Fan It”,
Willie says it should be the national anthem. Quite an idea. He took
a moment to express how much these songs mean to him prefacing
“Shame On You”.
With positive audience response to the most recent efforts, Willie
confidently worked back into some of his most popular live songs;
“Pancho and Lefty”, “Angel Flying Too Close To The Ground”, and
“Always On My Mind”, to name a few. The gospel medley of “Will
The Circle Be Unbroken” into “I'll Fly Away” brought fervent crowd
participation and a standing ovation. Just when I thought it was
over, I'm thinking “The Wheel has been playing for two hours already
with no break, maybe they'll take a quick break for encore”… Nope.
Willie continued after a quick thank you, proclaiming “I Ain't
Superman”. He let the blazing horns shine on another smooth jazz
instrumental jam. And it wouldn't be complete without a Hank
Williams cover, or three. “Jambalaya (On The Bayou)”, “Hey, Good
Lookin'”, and “Move It On Over”. The lights shine out on the crowd
like they are going to take their bows and split. Again, Willie takes
a second, looks around, and starts right into “Back To Earth”. The
band seemed a bit surprised at his spontaneous song, but goes along
for the ride. They came all the way from Texas, why not one more
song for the grateful packed house? Another surprise for the band,
“Milk Cow Blues”. After 2 ½ hours of continuous music, they played
Willie off, to the melody of “On The Road Again”, and there he went
blowing kisses and waving, the beloved highwayman.
Incredible. 75 and still rocking, harder than any senior citizen should
be allowed to. That's what legends do. They know their audience, put
their soul in the sound, test the limits of creativity, and never refuse a
good opportunity. There's always a reason why the good old boys
like Willie still draw a crowd, that special “something”. Call it a
presence or spirit I guess. It's that rare quality where a person can use
their talent to make you forget about what's bothering you. A true
entertainer, with a logical formula; great songs without genre
segregation. Willie is constantly expanding his fan base, touring with
diverse musicians, and in doing so bringing people together who might
not normally find much in common. At his shows you might see
American working men, hippies of all generations, the modern country
babes, and even your grandmothers church friends. This acceptance
of diversity follows another one of Willie's formulas; maintaining a
strong sense of roots and tradition, while constantly seeking some
greater understanding of the truth. For me, he seems to always convey
the feeling that he understands my struggles and pain, not only with
his music, but with his warm character and kind disposition… This is
why I take advantage of the opportunity to attend his shows whenever
he comes around. Good times. Until next time, stranger.
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Cyber Cafe West: My home away from home
By Ty Whitbeck
It was around 10pm on a Thursday night in 2006 when I went
outside for a walk to clear my tired mind. Not having any kind
of plan, I hypothetically tried to see what kind of trouble I could
get into on the main drag in Binghamton. I’d had enough of
being stagnant. It was time to do something about it. Let’s rage.
After knocking over a bunch of trash cans and running rampant
in the streets like a madman, I stopped to catch my breath and
heard music in the distance. These weren’t any guitar licks, at
least where I’m from. There are a lot of ‘rock clubs’ around
here. The heavier, distorted side of Binghamton is definitely
known and shows are popping up like zits in the diviest of dives...
but this was Dylan riffage. I kind of hurried along, searching
for the sound. As I kept on Main Street, the music got louder.
The spacey, reverberated “Tangled Up in Blue” was pinpointed
and just then — I’d found it. Smells like coffee, sounds like a
good time. I came to its door and looked up and thought to
myself, “this is the place.” The lighted sign above me read Cyber
Cafe West and there was a billboard by the road promoting the
upcoming music for the week. “All right,” I said confidently to
myself and I proceeded to make my way inside.
Every Thursday night the house band, Monkeys Typing, play a
couple sets with the stylings of the Grateful Dead, Dylan, and
even funky originals that keep the party going until after
midnight. Jeff Kahn, owner of the Cyber Cafe, plays guitar and
sings in the band. He also reads for trivia on Monday nights
and hosts live music the other four nights out of the week from
regionally touring acts and local favorites. With Magic City
Music Hall closing in October of last year, the Cyber is the
only other venue in the Triple Cities of its kind and I’ve noticed
it stepping its game up more and lending its stage to groups like
Sim Redmond Band, Thousands of One, New York Funk
Exchange, Blue Sky Mission Club, Natural Breakdown, to name
drop among others. Jeff does this every week, living out the
dream of playing the tunes that inspire him most in his own
cafe. He hangs out with his friends every week and offers the
hippest spot to hang out and catch live music in the Triple Cities.
Please, come on down.
There is something about this place that I don’t feel at most of
the other hangouts in Binghamton: a collective sense of
individuality right when you walk in the door. Everyone acts
as themselves; creatures of all walks of life, mingling, sharing
in the groove that happens around the clock here at the cafe.
It’s recommended you shed your inhibitions and leave your
worries outside, far away when you come here.
When you walk in there are beer taps as far as the eye can focus
clearly. These are not your typical taps, no... They pride
themselves in having 22 delicious craft beer and microbrews
on tap (that are always rotating) and a pretty hefty selection of
coffees, teas, dessert drinks and whatever you can pretty much
think of that fits in a cup. (No liquor, though. So, if you’re
coming around, asking for Grand Dad, they’ll just point you
towards the old guy bustin’ a hip on the dance floor.) There is a
full menu of fantastic organic/vegan/healthy folk food, wraps,
salads with the dark greens, pies and cakes from Down To Earth
in Endicott, and the list goes on. I was amazed. Most, if not all
of the menu was under 10 dollars per entrée and the portions
were generous and plated with attention to color and detail.
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Around the corner from the bar and kitchen area is what’s known as
the Sunshine Room. This room is great if you need a place to get some
work done or relax, but still want to be a part of what’s going on
downstairs. Every wall in this place is lined with local artwork that’s
been collected over the years: from the walls in the upstairs lounge
area, to the Chess room towards the back of the cafe and even outside
in the parking lot, there’s a mural painted from a previous West Fest
and a newly added water fixture/lily pad sitting area.
It’s pretty easy to make friends here and a great place to meet up with
old ones. The Cyber Cafe’s community of friends and family is what
keeps the pursuit of happiness forever prosperous. If it weren’t for
good people looking for a good time with good intentions, it wouldn’t
be possible. Strangers helping strangers, ya know? So, get a couple
friends, stop in for lunch, after work for a pint or a quick fix of
confectionary genius, and once the sun goes down get ready to get
loose.
Again, there’s live music 5 nights a week, trivia on Mondays, and the
best service this side of the Mississippi’ in a building with history
dating back to the Prohibition Era.
Visit www.cybercafewest.com to explore a little more or have a look
at these upcoming shows:
March 6: Hale Eddy (ft. Bob Davies of Bach Choy)
March 7: The Big Takeover (ska/roots from New Paltz)
March 11: Jeff Bujak (electronic/prog piano prodigy)
March 14: Bohemian Sunrise (rhythm heavy dankness)
March 20: Greg Klyma (storytelling music man)
March 25: The Big Ig (ft Randy McStine)
April 3: The Second Class Citizens w/Jatoba
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Enter The Haggis mixes Celtic influenced folk
and fusion to great results By Willie Clark
My first experience to Toronto based Celtic group Enter The Haggis
was actually several years ago, at the good old Altamont Irish
Festival. Never having heard of them before, they played a set before
the Street Dogs and Flogging Molly, who I had made the journey
to, see. The only thing I remember from seeing them was them
bounding around on stage in synch on stage, and that they sounded
good. I picked up their most recent album, and as I missed the festival
this year, didn’t get to see them again until a few weeks ago at
Castaways in Ithaca.
Irony in its finest, as Haggis was setting up their set they blasted
Flogging Molly and Dropkick Murphy tunes, an obvious herald to
perhaps two of the closest comparisons that can be drawn. Haggis
has fiddle, electric guitar, bagpipes, whistles, a keyboard, and
everything else needed for a good Celtic band, but I wouldn’t go as
far to push the compassion too close to either Molly or the Murphy’s.
Not quite what I could call Celtic rock, but yet a little louder than
pure acoustic Celtic music, Haggis combines Irish, Scottish, and I
am going out on a limb here, but also Canadian roots music into
something that almost boarders on a kind of Celtic fusion sound.
Fans of the heavier hitting Celtic rock groups may find them a little
softer than they like, but any fan of Celtic music is sure to find
something to love in Enter the Haggis. There is enough electric
guitar to keep the rock fans happy, and enough bagpipe licks to
keep even traditionalists listening. Haggis’s can have songs that
have some country twang, songs that would fit right in at your local
Irish festival, and songs that are heavy enough to get some rockers
like my self’s attention.

For the first set it really seemed to me that the band needed to find
the volume knob on their guitars, as it was frustrating to me to see
them hit riffs off the albums that I knew could have had more, impact.
That is not to say the performance was bad, or flat, or any thing of
the sorts. It was a good first half of their set; I just felt that having
seen them before, it could have been better. Gone was the
synchronized on stage rocking that I had seen two years before.
That being said they still managed to play through fan favorites and
crowd pleasers such as “One Last Drink”, Marti’s Last Stand”, and
even though they had me worried and didn’t play it until their very
last song, “Gasoline.”
Their second set however found the band with much more gusto, and
having finally found the volume knobs, finally actually getting people
moving. It was good to see people really get into the music, especially
as Haggis turned it into full gear for their own spicy adaptation of
Lannigan’s Ball. And, I was ecstatic to see them bring my favorite
stage moves from the Irish Festival back during their heavy hitting
solos in Lannigan’s Ball. That’s right people. The synchronized rock
moves made the appearance I had been waiting for.
A great show throughout, though I will admit I could have done with
a few less instrumentals, and a few most quicker tempo songs. I’m
being picky, but when Haggis plays well they play extremely well,
and once they really got into it, the whole crowd was digging it.
If you like any form of Celtic music, you owe it to yourself to go
check out Enter the Haggis. Pick up one of their albums, and go
support a band that has been working hard for years. From what I
have heard of their newer album (dropping in March, the most Irish
of all months) it may be just what Haggis needs to break into larger
crowds and bigger shows, and it is well deserved. For all you Celtic
fans out there, you really owe it to yourself to check these guys out.
You won’t be disappointed.
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